




THE Shrieking Violetisa fanzine about Man-

chester. Its contributers may not all be Manc born and bred - some are, some aren’t -

but they are all informed by the experience and love of being in the city. The Shrieking
Violet is about meeting other people who feel the same way you do and being inspired
by them. It’s born from the experience of being a student then finishing, and nothing
happening next. It knows all about wandering around the city not knowing what to do,
about being lost, waiting, but realising if you’re lost Manchester is a beautiful city in
which to do it. (Indeed, it was written during yet another day sat in Central Library). It’s
about spending too much time walking and looking, and finding and getting caught up
in things along the way. It’s about noticing the people and places who are not accepted
in the new, reinvented image Manchester has of itself. It’s about either having time to or
allowing yourself to see things about the city that other people may have missed because
they’re too busy. It’s about being unemployed. It’s about feeling invisible, being ignored
by the established institutions - 35 out of fourty employers failing to at least acknowledge
your job applications, or even requests for unpaid work experience. It’s about deciding
to go it alone - or with friends. Doing it yourself. The Shrieking Violet is dedicated to
and recommends making your own fun, rather than being told what to do, whether art
and writing - it contains the illustration of Dominic Al Bhardi and Stephen Marshall and
creative writing of Rebecca Willmott and Emma Tillyer, making things - with a section
dedicated to the seasonal joy of blackberries - or the simpler pleasures in life, including
houseboat watching. It’s also about noticing things before they go forever in this fast
paced world; it’s a record of Manchester as it is now. The Shrieking Violet is neither a
music zine or a politics zine, although its contributers are interested in both, as they’re
all around us. It’s about life, which music and politics are a part of. The fanzine is a col-
lection, a celebration of things that are happening in Manchester, that are being done by
people like you and me. It’s also an alternative guide to the city, different to any of the
big-business sponsored literature you will find in tourist offices. The Shrieking Violet
isn’t a fanzine about the past, but it may mention it in the context of how it relates to the
present, and the future. Afterall, angry young men - and women - still exist!

Editor: Natalie Bradbury

Front Page: Dominic Al Bhardi
Contributors: Natalie Bradbury (www.theshriekingviolets.blogspot.com), Dominic Al Bhardi,
Emma Tillyer, Rebecca Willmott (www.dollwithbigeyes.blogspot.com), Alice Ruth White
(www.alice›ruth›white.blogspot.com), Stephen Marshall (www.stephenmarshall.blogspot.com),
Olivia Singer (www.oliviasinger.blogspot.com).

To tell me what I�ve got wrong/ contribute, email: Natalie.Rose.Bradbury@googlemail.com

STAPLE you together
Pin prick your skin
Pull you apart
Rip out your sin.
I I put you together in a mis-
matched form. I collected your
arms, legs and head in the
wicker basket behind my back
door. I stitched your torso to-
gether with coloured thread and
ribbon you look spectacular, a
fabricated vision.
Your skin is soft to touch and a
floral explosion of dainty twee
prints and retro patchwork pat-
terns. You are pretty to look at,
tactile and plush but cold to love
as you never  grow  old.
I tempt to put you on the shelf to
collect dust and sit with the un-
used garden elves, but you are
too pretty yet deformed to leave
alone without a thought as I
wonder how you will suffer
without a hug or a muffled
mutter.
I unpick your thoughts with an rustic needle attached to pink coloured thread, you see
I made a mistake when I sewed on your head.
But i make a hole in your stomach, where your stuffing silks out, looks like snow as I
pull your insides out and it doesn’t hurt as I put pins through your skin you see it does-
n’t hurt because you can’t feel a thing. As you treat my heart like a pincushion which
bleeds unlike yours, it has too many holes and which can never be re sewn.
As I sewed on your button eyes, you can finally see although through a criss-cross vi-
sion, you can peer at me as I cut through your thread with vintage scissors.
Your body is an eclectic mix of stuffing and fabric, but your heart is still intact and it
bleeds tattered tears. 
By Rebecca Willmott

Mismatched Teddy Bear 
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Funded partly by the Northwest Development Agency and Eu-

ropean Regional Development Agency, it was intended as part

of the process of regeneration that was being undertaken in

the area, and contains a time capsule in the centre so people

opening it in three hundred years time will have a record of

an area of Manchester that has been knocked down and re-

built several times, with more of the same planned for the

coming years. 

At B of the Bang’s launch in January 2005, the Chief Exec-

utive of the urban regeneration company New East Man-

chester called the B of the Bang a "very clear and bold

statement of intent”.  He said: “The regeneration of east Man-

chester needed a monumental piece of public art to provide a sense of identity and place and to rep-

resent the physical, economic and social changes underway in the area."

It’s been suggested that B of the Bang could be reerected at a different site, possibly outside the City

Art Gallery, although it would lose much of its impact submerged amongst the clutter and bustle of the

city centre. (However, Salford Quays has been suggested as an alternative location, and B of the Bang

could inject some much needed personality into that area.)

The sculpture had problems from the start and quickly became known, unkindly, as C of the Clang by

residents, with people taking exception to its rusty appearance (although this was part of the design as

the sculpture was, like Angel of the North near Gateshead, built in weathering steel that was supposed

to gain a layer of oxide as it was exposed to the elements). The council has considered the option of

rebuilding it in a lighter material, yet it wouldn't fit so well the redbrick fabric of the city. 

B of the Bang cost £1.42 million to build - way over estimate - and was finally installed  two years late.

It lost one of its spikes soon after being erected and had to be fenced off from the public. Last year, the

council settled for £1.7million compensation in an out of court settlement, which added to local people’s

anger that £120,000 of their taxes went towards funding the sculpture - although  there are many pas-

sionate admirers of B of the Bang who protested against the decision to take it down. 

In total, 22 out of the 180 spikes had to be removed, and earlier this year work began on sawing off

its hollow tubes. Now only a collection of stumps remain, looking like a bad homemade haircut, with one

lone spike trailing limply like a rats tail ponytail. B of the Bang’s gravestone esque memorial is a meek

notice apologising ‘for any inconvenience caused’ due to the sculpture’s ‘technical difficulties’. The of-

ficial line is that "B of the Bang is a magnificent artistic statement that was just right for modern Man-

chester. It is regrettable that technical problems have undermined that artistic vision”, yet Anthony

Gormley, the artist behind Angel of the North, and others have criticised the council for their loss of

‘nerve’ in choosing to dismantle, rather than make the investment to repair, the sculpture.

Unlike other statues, even big ones like Angel of the North, B of the Bang has an edge to it, elegant

in its simplicity yet spiky as a Yucca plant. The Beetham Tower is the image most people have of a sky

high Manchester, yet its only distinguishing feature is its height, and it couldn’t be said that it contributes

any excitement or dynamism to the Manchester sky. B of the Bang didn’t passively watch over the city

or, like Gormley’s Another Place near Liverpool, stare out to sea. It swayed in the wind like a trembling

tree (an inbuilt design detail) and strange music whistled through its spikes on a windy night. 

As the Heatherwick Studio website puts it, “the design reacts against the convention for passive-look-

ing monuments to sporting events that celebrate peace and harmony, rather than the dynamism and ex-

plosiveness of physical competition”. 39 year old Heatherwick was no outside choice for Manchester

either, as a former student at the Manchester Polytechnic. He said: “I love the city and I’m not interested

in building it anywhere else.” By Natalie Bradbury
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CANAL boats. Otherwise know as narrow boats, barges or (technically incorrectly) houseboats,
they are a familiar sight on Manchester’s network of canals. Whether they’re long or short, old or
new, homes or owned for pleasure, there’s a certain fun to be had in spotting houseboats durin-
barge season - generally March until October, when boats are moored for the winter (you would-
n’t want to try to navigate a boat through frozen waterways!). Prizes could be given for the best
decorated - they come in all sorts of colours, states of repair and levels of artistic adornment - but
I prefer to admire the most interestingly named (we’ll ignore the holiday boats, which tend to have
uninteresting names). Many have the names of their owners painted on them, and their hometown
- boats visit Manchester from all over the country. As I have discovered, owners tend to be very
house proud and, if you show an interest, may even offer you a tour! Here are some of my
favourites, a few of which were spied along the Rochdale Canal but most of which were spotted
moored along the Ashton Canal, some for only a few hours and some for as long as two weeks:

The Hobbit. Short and squat, it seems to live in Castlefield basin. Boats named after fictional
characters/ historical figures are not uncommon. See also Bojangles.
Gladys Emily. Many boats are given women’s names, for example Joyce, that are now unfash-
ionable, hinting at a bygone era.
Namron. A few are given men’s names too. A friend of mine came into possession of a houseboat
named Namron. After some bafflement he realised it spells ‘Norman’ backwards. He still doesn’t
know why.
Ralph’s Folly. I like to think this was named after the person who owns it.
Daisy, Lily, Iris. Similarly, boats named after flowers are common, and are often decorated with
flowers; watering cans on top bursting with blooms, plant pots attached to the roof or shrubs dec-
orating the deck. 
Blue Rinse Menagerie. The king of all canal boat names, in my opinion! Has a sense of hu-
mour, especially in relation to the average age of those who live on canal boats and are suited to
its slow pace of life.
Keeping Up With the Jones Family. Similar to the above, and also a bit of a mouthful
‘Hello Cheeky’. In a competition for entertaining boat names, this would win second prize. Un-
fortunately, no clue to how the boat got its name on its exterior.
Barefoot Days. Sounds as much a part of summer optimism and lazy, hazy, sunshine filled days
as the idea of leaving it all behind to float down canals, exploring the country from its backwater
viewpoints.
Nebulae. Boats are often named after nice things/ places. This one looks up at the heavens for
its inspiration.
Worth Waiting For. Another wistful name. Again, a reference to the pace of canal boat travel,
not the most time effective way of getting round. (Many boats have bikes on top!)
China Hand. A Chinese themed houseboat, probably the most unusual I have seen! The roof
boasts an array of Chinese ornaments arranged in a shrine to the country and its culture. The in-
side is full of decorations made of china.
By Natalie Bradbury

Carry on up the Canal



Waiting for the blackberries to grow...

LONG before the blackberry was a type of communication device, and before the ‘pick your own

food for free’ movement became fashionable because of the recession/ a general concern about

where our food comes from, blackberries were the original free food.

The summer tradition of scouring the nation’s hedgerows and fields for ripe blackberries has

even given birth to its own verb, blackberrying or, to pick the fruit of the bramble. Blackberrying is

as much a part of the English summer as summer fetes and swimming in the sea. Our summer

may fluctuate between broad sunshine and torrential rain, yet I like to think this is helping the

blackberries along. I have spent many a lazy day wandering canal side and through the country-

side with a bag in hand, eating some guiltily along the way yet returning home with handfuls of de-

licious food, squishy but not soft, sweet but not too sweet.  

In his poem Blackberry-Picking, which concerns a childhood blackberry picking memory, the

Irish poet Seamus Heaney places the blackberry at the heart of summer, describing the ‘sticky’

juice of blackberries as ‘summer’s blood’. He makes it sound almost intoxicating by describing it

as ‘thickened wine’, going on to explain how its juice creates ‘stains upon the tongue’ and leaves

the eater hungry for more. Blackberrying is an annual summer tradition, a rite of passage even,

something to be looked forward to through the spring and early summer months, to be shared with

family or someone special. He sums up the suspenseful summer feeling of waiting for the white

flowers to give way to hard green berries that turn red and then, finally, into a ‘glossy purple clot’

ready to be eaten. The poem ends with a change of mood - like the summer, the edible life of the

blackberries quickly comes to an end - they can only be picked for a short time, that comes around

just once a year, like the all too short summer itself.

Similarly, the American writer Sylvia Plath found inspiration in the fruit for her poem Blackberry-

ing. Blackberries are popular in both England and America, where they are also grown commer-

cially, although apparently the type of blackberries that can be bought in shops are blander and

less flavourful. In Plath’s highly sensual poem she describes the excitement of the blackberry

picking experience by telling of a ‘blackberry lane’ that has in it ‘nothing, nothing but blackberries

on either side’. She paints pictures of ripe blackberries as ‘big as the ball of my tub’, ‘fat with blue-

red juices’. Her blackberries too are alive and rich, giving a ‘blood sisterhood’ to those who pick

them. (Rich in vitamin C, blackberries are a type of antioxidant and during the first world war chil-

dren were given time off school to pick them so their nutritious juice could be sent to troops.)

My first summer in Manchester I spent hours picking my bounty along the banks of the Ashton

Canal, culminating in the bushes of Phillips Park out by Sportcity. I was stunned at the riches on

offer - Manchester blackberries are giant and juicy and, in the areas I went, completely unhar-

vested by anyone else. Blackberrying is often a competitive business - in my hometown down

South, I have often arrived at the best bushes, which deliver year after year, too late, finding only

stumps - yet Manchester’s are ripe for the picking.

If you don’t have a park or canal near you (in South Manchester, I imagine that Chorlton Ees

would be ideal), the chances are that you can find them in you back garden/ in your nearest alley

way. Bramble bushes are weeds that  tend to spread and take over any patch of uncultivated

land, from wasteland to neglected gardens. 

To pick blackberries, it’s advisable to wear long sleeved clothes - but nothing that could get

MOST cities have their landmarks - Paris the

Eiffel Tower, London Big Ben, Rio de Janeiro

Christ the Redeemer etc.. For four years, B of

the Bang performed that function in Man-

chester, a 56 metre reminder on the skyline,

high as a twenty storey building, of what the

city stood for. Commissioned in 2003 to cele-

brate the success of the 2002 Commonwealth

Games, Manchester’s chance to clean itself

up and put itself back on the map after the

IRA bomb,  and built outside Manchester

City's new Eastlands stadium, it took its name

from the sprinter Linford Christie’s claim that

he starts a race on the ‘B of the Bang’ of the

starting pistol.

An audacious piece of public art by the in-

novative young designer Thomas Heatherwick, whose best known work is a folding bridge in London,

B of the Bang was a bold and unmissable gesture in Manchester’s history for being a city of firsts and

fitted right into its penchant for extravagant architecture. The sculpture had unmistakeable Manc swag-

ger behind it, erected to capture ‘the city’s innovative and pioneering spirit’. A familiar and welcoming

view, exploding like a firework over the city as passengers arrived into Piccadilly on trains from London

or the south, it became as much a part of the Manchester skyline as the peaks in the background.

B of the Bang was an artwork, but it was also something more than that - an icon, a reminder of the

new  Manchester full of ambition and hope for the future, rebuilding itself after decades of decline.

Spikes reached for new ambitions like arms, stretching across often grey skies for something in the

distance beyond their reach. Splayed dramatically across

Manchester postcards, it became one of the bold single im-

ages that represented Manchester to the outside world post-

bomb (although, implausibly, in the pictures it‘s always

sunny). 

Its impact was made all the more powerful by its context: B

of the Bang didn’t adorn the corridors of power, but was

tucked away in Beswick, a suburb just outside the city cen-

tre that ranks amongst the most deprived areas of Man-

chester - according to the Government’s Multiple Indices of

Deprivation for 2000, Beswick was in the top 1 per cent most

deprived wards in the country - where little else would make

it into tourist promotional material. It didn’t look out over

grand municipal buildings or manicured lawns but busy roads

and a giant Asda superstore. B of the Bang wasn’t built in the

type of area people would visit for pleasure, (apart from Man-

chester City stadium), but it was a symbol of hope that gave

the area something to be proud of (in theory).

B of the Bang (2005-2009)
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THROUGH the window,
a tree.

She is sat at her window, watching the
tree. She barely noticed it to begin
with; an absent glance whilst dusting,
yawning. Mainly it was the coddled
bodies in coats, to and fro, that she
noticed; the trip, trip of their feet, the
squeak of hair against handsets, a
never ending pulsating stream of hu-
manity throbbing past her door each
day. She began to notice that no one
ever looked at the tree, so she started
to look at it for them.

The tree remained essentially the
same aside from its seasonal muta-
tions, moving only in so far as it grew.
With the arrival of spring it began to
blush with colour and by summer it
was a glorious, frothy mass of leaves
and birds. In winter, however the tree
became skeletal and haggard,
pinched in the frost. She saw more
life in its stillness than in the theatri-

cal bustle of its passers by. Its roots, spilled clumsily beneath the pavement, playfully
bunched the concrete into plump rolls, leaves chattered over the childish rhythms of
its limbs.

Unknowingly, her body began to imitate the tree. Winter’s cramped twig saw her
limbs curled and shivering, the spring blossom dappled her cheeks and in autumn her
skin crackled like the fallen leaves. With imitation began the realisation that the tree
was the only thing reliable about the view from her window. Its predictability was re-
assuring; its aura of forest, almost like ripples of memory, endlessly absorbing.

She quit her job and threw away her phonebook, now devoting the time she doesn’t
spend sleeping to watching it, scared that one day the council will come and chop it

down.

By Emma Tillyer
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caught on bushes or is easily plucked - and closed footwear. Also, wear dark colours if possible

and preferably old clothes as blackberries stain easily (in the old days, the juice were used as a

dye). I generally use carrier bags to collect the fruit, although you can use any kind of container,

from Tupperware to old ice cream tubs.

Blackberries can be picked in August and into September, although in English folklore they

should not be picked after Michaelmas as it was said the Devil had contaminated them with bod-

ily fluids. Even today, children picking blackberries are told only to pick from the higher branches

where dogs can’t reach them when urinating. On that subject, it’s also best to avoid picking black-

berries by busy roads, although it can be tempting as they ripen earlier from the pollution, and to

wash blackberries before use.

Once picked, blackberries will keep in the fridge for a day or two, but can also be frozen. Black-

berries are good turned into jam and in cakes, buns and pies, as well as served on their own or

with ice cream and custard. The classic blackberry dish is, though, undoubtedly the crumble.

The crumble is one of the easiest, cheapest and quickest - yet  tastiest and most impressive -

dishes that can be made. It’s virtually impossible to get it wrong, as it contains just four basic in-

gredients, which you probably already have in your cupboard - butter, flour, sugar and fruit.

Blackberry crumble for two

Preheat the oven to 180 degrees c

200g blackberries (if you fancy it, substitute half the blackberries for apples)

60g sugar

30g butter (or vegetarian/ vegan equivalent)

60g plain flour

Grease some kind of ceramic baking dish with butter. Cook the blackberries in a pan with a little

water and half the sugar (or more, depending on how sweet/ tart you want the mixture) until soft.

Place in the bottom of the baking dish. Place the butter in a large pan and add the flour, rubbing

it into the butter until it resembles bread crumbs. Mix the rest of the sugar in. Sprinkle the mixture

evenly over the top of the blackberries ensuring all areas are covered and press it down so it

forms a tidy topping. Bake for 30-40 minutes until the crumble goes brown on top. Serve

with custard.

If you’re feeling adventurous, you could make blackberry brandy for the winter, which is delicious

as a fruity accompaniment to Christmas cake and ensures the summer lingers on through the

cold months. This is my grandad’s recipe.

450g blackberries

225g sugar

1 litre gin

Wash blackberries and put in a large sterilised jar. Pour in sugar and gin, seal, shake well.

Store in a cool, dark cupboard and shake every other day for a week. Then shake once a week

for two months. By Natalie Bradbury



Is Sex and the City really

a feminist manifesto?

OVER  the past few years, I have realised that the closest thing that women have had to self-

proclaimed on-screen feminism has been the TV show/film ‘Sex and the City’ which is very

problematic. We have four heterosexual (minus Samantha’s brief ‘glitch’), skinny, rich, white

women (in the film, there is a little more ethnic diversity but pretty much exclusively tokenism:

black PA, Chinese adopted kid). And that is fine as a scene setting, or rather it would be if

we weren’t continuously reminded that women fit into one of their four categories. The whole

series also revolves dangerously around a polarity of man-loving vs. man-hating, but man-

obsessing all the same. As Miranda asks in one episode, ‘how is it that four such clever

women only ever talk about men?’… a valid question which the show never answers.

The women in the show are utterly blessed in that they are independent of financial or fam-

ily ties, allowing them full time devotion to the only thing that seems of significant importance

to any of them: men (as Imelda Whelehan points out, with the phallically named Mr Big right

at the centre of it all). The only times that someone’s family truly comes into issue is when

Samantha sleeps with Charlotte’s brother, or when Miranda looks after her husband Steve’s

mother, who is suffering from Alzheimer’s. These are still issues that revolve around men.

When Samantha gets breast cancer, the show touches on some ideas of the difficult ideo-

logical repercussions of mammectomies but focuses mainly on the strength of her relation-

ship with Smith, her boyfriend.

The focus of the much-discussed film is marriage. Carrie is desperate for her perfect wed-

ding (despite her previous supposed hatred of all of that), Miranda is cheated on by her hus-

band, whilst Charlotte is just playing the perfectly Upper East Side wife (and, amazingly, an

utter imperialist in Mexico), which leaves Samantha. Now, Samantha’s storyline seems the

most interesting because in order for her to claim the only female independence in the film,

she seems to have to abandon her long-term boyfriend (and I am not saying that independ-

ent entails being single, but merely that the others are utterly dependent in a variety of ways).

Smith looked after Samantha through her chemotherapy, through her cheating on him, was

a really great guy- but the film turns him uncaring and egocentric as a means of cutting him

out the picture. We are left with two options: women can’t be independent if they have good

men around them, so Smith must go, or a rather misandric and marginalising message that

there just aren’t really any good men at all.

Akass asks, ‘Is it the case that a strong women can't desire a husband?’. No, not by any

means, but it is certainly becoming a truth universally acknowledged that a single woman, in

possession of good fortune or non, must be in manic want of one. Home-makers all over the
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crescents and groups of medium rise blocks developed for high densities of people, who were to

live in structurally unsound buildings. A lot of frightened individuals remained within the site; that

packed in 200-300 people per acre. The diverse social and ethnic community that remained in the

area, including original tenants and students, promoted a list of social problems including crime,

violence and depression, and the destruction of these new plots was desired for a reconstruction

of society.

“Horrendous living conditions were the result of a lack of urban planning that was due in part to

the speed of industrial growth,” Naylor claims, as the rapid growth in industry created almost a

quarter of a million new dwellings by Manchester County Council between 1953 and 1973.

The North Manchester Regeneration Team lead by Richard Jones, aims to rebuild Collyhurst

community spirit in around

10-15 years. The Local plan

outlines extensive plans that

hope to ‘create high quality

mixed neighbourhoods build-

ing on their setting within the

landscape,’ and aims to

‘bring families together’ with

active residents.

In 2006 the North City Li-

brary was built in the Colly-

hurst /Harpurhey area as an

example of what could be

achieved. The sustainable,

community-based project, as

Martin Poydell, from library

architects Walker Simpson

said: “The City Library has definitely had a positive impact on regeneration…I definitely feel this

is a start of an update for areas surrounding the centre.”

The modern building connects the centre to Greater Manchester in many ways, and could pre-

dict the future for such places as Collyhurst. This provides an enlightening view of what could be

possible, the library as a model brings together a mix-

ture of individuals in such a progressive setting as an

education centre. The question of housing is still un-

steady however, as the library shows the extension of

the city centre – a modern hi-tech building, reflecting

that the same could happen with housing. Do the cur-

rent inhabitants want modern expensive flats, and

where will they go if these are built at any time?

John Wood, 53, of Collyhurst said: “I think the library

brings us together and gives us a sense of prosperity

in bleak surroundings. But it leaves us wondering how

housing developments will improve, and when they

will. I certainly wonder where most of us will be in a few years time.”



“Come…come…come…come…nuclear bomb”

IF YOU walk around the

area it seems like a deso-

late wasteland. The flats

are empty, the pubs are

closed down, the social

centres are burnt out and a

few inhabitants wander the

area in search for some-

thing. There’s a sense of

community in the rows of

shops, in Post Offices and

launderettes, Probation of-

fices and libraries that

hedge the blocks of high

rises and boarded up

council flats. Collyhurst

seems empty, simply forgotten about. It seems to be in waiting for the wave of ‘regeneration’ that

sweeps North Manchester and the local press.

Collyhurst is a North Manchester neighbourhood and as widely publicised, has suffered incred-

ible losses in employment and investment. It has a population of just over 5,000 and self-reported

rates of poor health are 70% higher than the national average. The dispersal of population as the

inhabitants move to more prosperous areas has left the village in a desperate state.

Graham Stringer, former leader of Manchester City Council and MP for the Blakely constituency

that includes Collyhurst, strongly believes in the importance of community for regeneration. But

Stringer seems as disillusioned as many in his constituency. This is a tired councillor, who has

made a puzzling switch from leadership to provincial status, a man who was exiled during the

spending cuts of the council in the 1980s and now sits representing dead ground in the 00s.

“It is fantastical to imagine a redevelopment of housing in action in Collyhurst. Maybe 5 years ago

but definitely not now, with the current climate,” Stringer said. “Our main aim is to support the idea

of community by giving people schools, churches and buildings, and a respect for the relationship

between them.”

Stringer added: “Many people are frightened or apprehensive of possible changes. Hulme was

an absolute disaster, and Collyhurst’s general design followed a similar pattern.”

Historian Liz Naylor has compiled an enlightening essay entitled Various Times – Inhabiting an

Industrial Ruin: Manchester 1979-1982, which maps possible similarities between the 1970s in

poor areas such as Hulme, and the current housing situation in a place like Collyhurst.

Hulme estate’s regeneration in the late 70s was a planning disaster; comprising of quick-costruct

No One Owns It by Alice Ruth White
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world are telling us that feminists just won’t get husbands- recently Zoe Lewis renounced

feminism in The Times, attributing it responsibility for her loveless life with no children. Films,

television and advertisements have stopped marriage being about lifelong commitment but

perpetuate the consumerist fantasy of love, something thoroughly underlined by Carrie’s

stance that is utterly glamourised by a Vogue wedding dress shoot and only condemned

when it loses her the man.

Women like Samantha Jones employ aggressive sexual rhetoric to affirm their empowered

sexuality and therefore gender liberation in a bizarre manner, often objectifying men. Phyllis

Chesler aptly states that these fantasies, ‘Ally McBeal and worse’ (I think that she was pre-

supposing Samantha), ‘are not feminist role models. Just because they say they're bad, that

doesn't make them revolutionaries or feminists’ and it looks like they give us all a dangerously

bad name. As Jessica Valenti stated on the recent BBC4 radio show ‘Call Yourself A Femi-

nist’, we now have the subversive assertion of female sexuality posited in direct opposition

to ‘girl power’ and writhing women on MTV, consumerism appropriating feminist rhetoric in

order to sell back sexism to women and enlightened men. It seems that Samantha, and even

the sexual discussion in Sex and the City, falls into the second category a lot of the time.

There is nothing subversive about it, it is often lewd, it is pretty boring. A lot of people claim

that it is part of the ‘sex toy revolution’, that women are now less embarrassed about talking

about fantasy and eroticism than they were pre-SATC, but these people seem to be ignor-

ing the progress being made outside of the show anyway.

The problem about seeing ‘Sex and the City’ as utterly empowering for women is that it

leads us all into a dangerously post feminist frame of mind, seeing everything as having been

done already, women as emancipated. It hasn’t and they aren’t. They aren’t even truly eman-

cipated in the show, when Samantha and Miranda take on ‘masculinity’ traits and the gen-

eral outlook is that accepting the social constructions of femininity is accompanied by true

happiness. Gender equality hasn’t reached its full potential in real life, where 5.6% of women

in the UK are raped in their lifetime and there is only a 7% conviction rate (when a significant

proportion of these cases have DNA evidence substantiating them). A shocking third of peo-

ple in the UK think that if a woman is wearing a short skirt, she was asking for it. Women are

still paid 18% less than men. There is not universal women’s suffrage, let alone equality.

There is still a desperate need for an active feminist movement and ‘Sex and the City’

makes us forget that sometimes, in addition to making liberated women easy scapegoats as

SATC-esque objectifying, misandric consumerists in a world where men are two-dimensional

and presented as woman’s enemy, unless they are gay in which case they are automatically

her BFF. In a New-Labour Britain following ‘Blair’s babes’, ‘cool Brittania’, ‘girl power’ and sex-

positive post feminism it is desperately important to remember that there is not gender equal-

ity, something which affects both men and women, and that we aren’t bad people if we don’t

adhere to one of four very disparate and unrealistic categories, however much we can love

the show. 

By Olivia Singer



WALKING round Manchester, there are some street names that leap out. Whether they provide
clues to its past - Port Street - point towards places - Chorlton Road, Withington Road - or com-
memorate the city’s famous residents - Alan Turing Way, John Dalton Street - many of them en-
capsulate the history of the city. Some make sure references to the city’s former trade partners
still remain long after global commerce stopped - Brazil Street, China Lane.  Some point out the
obvious - Bridge Street.  Some just sound nice and others merely provide a few seconds amuse-
ment on a daily route. Some copy London road names - Piccadilly - others are Manchester origi-
nals. Street signs themselves sometimes provide clues to an area - the most dilapidated street
names are in Ancoats, where the paint peels off and their names are barely distinguishable. As
the city reinvents itself, some street signs disappear completely as the buildings they cling to are
demolished; sometimes new streets are made. This is a collection of my favourites.

Anita Street, Ancoats. Originally called Sanitary Street, the street - which is part of an early ter-
race of council housing - was renamed to protect the feelings of those who lived there. Anita is the
word sanitary with the  letter ‘s’ taken from the front, and minus the ’r’ and ‘y’ at the end.
Cotton Street/ Hood Street/ Jersey Street/ Loom Street/ Mangle Street,
Ancoats/Northern Quarter. Obvious street names that reflect the activities that went on in the
historic mill area.
Radium Street, Ancoats. Built around the time radium was invented, it has been suggested Ra-
dium Street was named to reflect shiny new inventions and discoveries, a suitable name to match
the new buildings on this street. Now, there’s not much there apart from Sankeys nightclub.
Lizard Street, Northern Quarter. Manchester had a number of streets named after animals (see
also Swan Street). Also notable as it’s not really a street as such, but a cobbled interior/ private
street inside a building that is closed by gates at each end at the start and finish of every day. 
Little Ancoats Street, Ancoats. Running parallel to its bigger brother, Great Ancoats Street, the
busy road that borders the city centre, Little Ancoats Street is the runt of Manchester roads. Barely
big enough to fit a car through, it’s intersected by similarly skinny Little Lever Street.
Temperance Street, Piccadilly. No information available, but a stern and forbidding sounding
name attached to a row of railway arches as you head away from the city centre towards Man-
chester’s post-industrial wastelands
Sparkle Street, Piccadilly. A street that doesn’t live up to its name - Sparkle Street is a bit of a
nothingy street, comprised of a corner, a new block of flats, some scrubland and not much else. A
friend of mine, however, when moving to Manchester, chose to live on Sparkle Street knowing
nothing else about the city but liking the name.
Silver Street, Oxford Street. Again, it just sounds nice.
Echo Street, Piccadilly. Comprised of a railway arch, Echo Street does what it says on the label.
Balloon Street, Shudehill. The most interesting of Manchester’s streets, it was built on the site
of the recreation ground where the first balloon ascent in Manchester was made by James Sadler
in  1785.  One of my favourite streets in general, it’s lined with handsome buildings owned by the
Cooperative Society. Tram tracks run down it linking Victoria Station to Shudehill Interchange.

Up My Street 
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Corporation Street, Shudehill. Important sounding - where the Cooperative Society built
its headquarters .
The Street With No Name, Levenshulme. A tourist attraction, Manchester’s own version of
Haight-Ashbury perhaps. Tourists pose underneath the sign by Levenshulme train station which
was placed there by residents to mark the fact that the street was never given a name. It’s not on
any map or A to Z.
Hanging Ditch, Cathedral Gardens. Not a street as such, but has its own place on the map of
Manchester as well as its part in the city’s history as the old city border.
Birch Polygon, Rusholme. Another elusive street without a proper name. A literal name - the
street is shaped like a polygon, although the street itself is not as exciting as its unusual name.
Gravel Street, Salford. Not sure about the history of this one, but it sounds descriptive.
Every Street, Ancoats. A bit of an austere, defeatist  street name, you have to wonder if they’d
run out of ideas by the time they came to name this street. It may sound indistinguishable, the
same as every other street, but it’s home to one of my favourite buildings in the whole of Man-
chester, All Souls Church, definitely not an ordinary view on the skyline.
Guest Street, Ancoats. Welcoming, don’t you think? In New Islington, an area that’s been rede-
veloped in the last few years.
Brazennose Street, Deansgate. One of my favourite street names just for the way it sounds.
There’s a strange pleasure to pronouncing brazen nose, and it conjures up images of snub, freckly
noses in my mind. Also home to Lincoln Square, the square dedicated to the American president
that houses his statue.
Umbrella Alley, Deansgate. Not so much a road as a curious alleyway. Most people don’t know
it’s there, but Umbrella Alley is named after  the metal umbrellas that join to form a roof overhead,
protecting it from the elements in the rainiest of cities.
Butter Street, Deansgate. Edible street name. See also Milk Street.
Withy Grove, Shudehill. Named after a grove of willow trees that used to grow there, it’s very dif-
ferent to the Printworks complex which can be found there today.
Roman Entry, Northern Quarter. Another tiny street, with no obvious links to the city’s Roman
heritage.
Canal Street, Piccadilly. For obvious reasons. Now home to the city’s gay district, the sign has
been altered to read ‘anal treet’.
Coronation Street, Ordsall, Salford. Not the home of the famous soap, the set of which is tucked
away behind Deansgate and Granada Studios, not far down the road at all, New Barracks Estate
was built on the site of a former barracks, becoming the first local authority housing estate in Sal-
ford. Rows of terraced houses were served by a communal garden, handsome St Ignatius church
(now boarded up) and, most famously, Salford Lads Club.
My Street, Salford. Could be confusing when giving your address.
Soap Street, Northern Quarter. Another sanitary sounding street. 
Bunsen Street, Northern Quarter. A constant reminder of school chemistry lessons.
Charlotte Street, Deansgate. I was delighted when I moved to Manchester to discover it has a
Charlotte Street, as it is the title of a song from Lloyd Cole’s classic 1984 album Rattlesnakes (al-
though I imagine the Charlotte Street in question is probably in Glasgow, where the album was
made). I spend a lot of the time walking round this area with this song in my head, which describes
a passing love affair.
By Natalie Bradbury
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“Come…come…come…come…nuclear bomb”

IF YOU walk around the

area it seems like a deso-

late wasteland. The flats

are empty, the pubs are

closed down, the social

centres are burnt out and a

few inhabitants wander the

area in search for some-

thing. There’s a sense of

community in the rows of

shops, in Post Offices and

launderettes, Probation of-

fices and libraries that

hedge the blocks of high

rises and boarded up

council flats. Collyhurst

seems empty, simply forgotten about. It seems to be in waiting for the wave of ‘regeneration’ that

sweeps North Manchester and the local press.

Collyhurst is a North Manchester neighbourhood and as widely publicised, has suffered incred-

ible losses in employment and investment. It has a population of just over 5,000 and self-reported

rates of poor health are 70% higher than the national average. The dispersal of population as the

inhabitants move to more prosperous areas has left the village in a desperate state.

Graham Stringer, former leader of Manchester City Council and MP for the Blakely constituency

that includes Collyhurst, strongly believes in the importance of community for regeneration. But

Stringer seems as disillusioned as many in his constituency. This is a tired councillor, who has

made a puzzling switch from leadership to provincial status, a man who was exiled during the

spending cuts of the council in the 1980s and now sits representing dead ground in the 00s.

“It is fantastical to imagine a redevelopment of housing in action in Collyhurst. Maybe 5 years ago

but definitely not now, with the current climate,” Stringer said. “Our main aim is to support the idea

of community by giving people schools, churches and buildings, and a respect for the relationship

between them.”

Stringer added: “Many people are frightened or apprehensive of possible changes. Hulme was

an absolute disaster, and Collyhurst’s general design followed a similar pattern.”

Historian Liz Naylor has compiled an enlightening essay entitled Various Times – Inhabiting an

Industrial Ruin: Manchester 1979-1982, which maps possible similarities between the 1970s in

poor areas such as Hulme, and the current housing situation in a place like Collyhurst.

Hulme estate’s regeneration in the late 70s was a planning disaster; comprising of quick-costruct
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world are telling us that feminists just won’t get husbands- recently Zoe Lewis renounced

feminism in The Times, attributing it responsibility for her loveless life with no children. Films,

television and advertisements have stopped marriage being about lifelong commitment but

perpetuate the consumerist fantasy of love, something thoroughly underlined by Carrie’s

stance that is utterly glamourised by a Vogue wedding dress shoot and only condemned

when it loses her the man.

Women like Samantha Jones employ aggressive sexual rhetoric to affirm their empowered

sexuality and therefore gender liberation in a bizarre manner, often objectifying men. Phyllis

Chesler aptly states that these fantasies, ‘Ally McBeal and worse’ (I think that she was pre-

supposing Samantha), ‘are not feminist role models. Just because they say they're bad, that

doesn't make them revolutionaries or feminists’ and it looks like they give us all a dangerously

bad name. As Jessica Valenti stated on the recent BBC4 radio show ‘Call Yourself A Femi-

nist’, we now have the subversive assertion of female sexuality posited in direct opposition

to ‘girl power’ and writhing women on MTV, consumerism appropriating feminist rhetoric in

order to sell back sexism to women and enlightened men. It seems that Samantha, and even

the sexual discussion in Sex and the City, falls into the second category a lot of the time.

There is nothing subversive about it, it is often lewd, it is pretty boring. A lot of people claim

that it is part of the ‘sex toy revolution’, that women are now less embarrassed about talking

about fantasy and eroticism than they were pre-SATC, but these people seem to be ignor-

ing the progress being made outside of the show anyway.

The problem about seeing ‘Sex and the City’ as utterly empowering for women is that it

leads us all into a dangerously post feminist frame of mind, seeing everything as having been

done already, women as emancipated. It hasn’t and they aren’t. They aren’t even truly eman-

cipated in the show, when Samantha and Miranda take on ‘masculinity’ traits and the gen-

eral outlook is that accepting the social constructions of femininity is accompanied by true

happiness. Gender equality hasn’t reached its full potential in real life, where 5.6% of women

in the UK are raped in their lifetime and there is only a 7% conviction rate (when a significant

proportion of these cases have DNA evidence substantiating them). A shocking third of peo-

ple in the UK think that if a woman is wearing a short skirt, she was asking for it. Women are

still paid 18% less than men. There is not universal women’s suffrage, let alone equality.

There is still a desperate need for an active feminist movement and ‘Sex and the City’

makes us forget that sometimes, in addition to making liberated women easy scapegoats as

SATC-esque objectifying, misandric consumerists in a world where men are two-dimensional

and presented as woman’s enemy, unless they are gay in which case they are automatically

her BFF. In a New-Labour Britain following ‘Blair’s babes’, ‘cool Brittania’, ‘girl power’ and sex-

positive post feminism it is desperately important to remember that there is not gender equal-

ity, something which affects both men and women, and that we aren’t bad people if we don’t

adhere to one of four very disparate and unrealistic categories, however much we can love

the show. 

By Olivia Singer



Is Sex and the City really

a feminist manifesto?

OVER  the past few years, I have realised that the closest thing that women have had to self-

proclaimed on-screen feminism has been the TV show/film ‘Sex and the City’ which is very

problematic. We have four heterosexual (minus Samantha’s brief ‘glitch’), skinny, rich, white

women (in the film, there is a little more ethnic diversity but pretty much exclusively tokenism:

black PA, Chinese adopted kid). And that is fine as a scene setting, or rather it would be if

we weren’t continuously reminded that women fit into one of their four categories. The whole

series also revolves dangerously around a polarity of man-loving vs. man-hating, but man-

obsessing all the same. As Miranda asks in one episode, ‘how is it that four such clever

women only ever talk about men?’… a valid question which the show never answers.

The women in the show are utterly blessed in that they are independent of financial or fam-

ily ties, allowing them full time devotion to the only thing that seems of significant importance

to any of them: men (as Imelda Whelehan points out, with the phallically named Mr Big right

at the centre of it all). The only times that someone’s family truly comes into issue is when

Samantha sleeps with Charlotte’s brother, or when Miranda looks after her husband Steve’s

mother, who is suffering from Alzheimer’s. These are still issues that revolve around men.

When Samantha gets breast cancer, the show touches on some ideas of the difficult ideo-

logical repercussions of mammectomies but focuses mainly on the strength of her relation-

ship with Smith, her boyfriend.

The focus of the much-discussed film is marriage. Carrie is desperate for her perfect wed-

ding (despite her previous supposed hatred of all of that), Miranda is cheated on by her hus-

band, whilst Charlotte is just playing the perfectly Upper East Side wife (and, amazingly, an

utter imperialist in Mexico), which leaves Samantha. Now, Samantha’s storyline seems the

most interesting because in order for her to claim the only female independence in the film,

she seems to have to abandon her long-term boyfriend (and I am not saying that independ-

ent entails being single, but merely that the others are utterly dependent in a variety of ways).

Smith looked after Samantha through her chemotherapy, through her cheating on him, was

a really great guy- but the film turns him uncaring and egocentric as a means of cutting him

out the picture. We are left with two options: women can’t be independent if they have good

men around them, so Smith must go, or a rather misandric and marginalising message that

there just aren’t really any good men at all.

Akass asks, ‘Is it the case that a strong women can't desire a husband?’. No, not by any

means, but it is certainly becoming a truth universally acknowledged that a single woman, in

possession of good fortune or non, must be in manic want of one. Home-makers all over the
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crescents and groups of medium rise blocks developed for high densities of people, who were to

live in structurally unsound buildings. A lot of frightened individuals remained within the site; that

packed in 200-300 people per acre. The diverse social and ethnic community that remained in the

area, including original tenants and students, promoted a list of social problems including crime,

violence and depression, and the destruction of these new plots was desired for a reconstruction

of society.

“Horrendous living conditions were the result of a lack of urban planning that was due in part to

the speed of industrial growth,” Naylor claims, as the rapid growth in industry created almost a

quarter of a million new dwellings by Manchester County Council between 1953 and 1973.

The North Manchester Regeneration Team lead by Richard Jones, aims to rebuild Collyhurst

community spirit in around

10-15 years. The Local plan

outlines extensive plans that

hope to ‘create high quality

mixed neighbourhoods build-

ing on their setting within the

landscape,’ and aims to

‘bring families together’ with

active residents.

In 2006 the North City Li-

brary was built in the Colly-

hurst /Harpurhey area as an

example of what could be

achieved. The sustainable,

community-based project, as

Martin Poydell, from library

architects Walker Simpson

said: “The City Library has definitely had a positive impact on regeneration…I definitely feel this

is a start of an update for areas surrounding the centre.”

The modern building connects the centre to Greater Manchester in many ways, and could pre-

dict the future for such places as Collyhurst. This provides an enlightening view of what could be

possible, the library as a model brings together a mix-

ture of individuals in such a progressive setting as an

education centre. The question of housing is still un-

steady however, as the library shows the extension of

the city centre – a modern hi-tech building, reflecting

that the same could happen with housing. Do the cur-

rent inhabitants want modern expensive flats, and

where will they go if these are built at any time?

John Wood, 53, of Collyhurst said: “I think the library

brings us together and gives us a sense of prosperity

in bleak surroundings. But it leaves us wondering how

housing developments will improve, and when they

will. I certainly wonder where most of us will be in a few years time.”



THROUGH the window,
a tree.

She is sat at her window, watching the
tree. She barely noticed it to begin
with; an absent glance whilst dusting,
yawning. Mainly it was the coddled
bodies in coats, to and fro, that she
noticed; the trip, trip of their feet, the
squeak of hair against handsets, a
never ending pulsating stream of hu-
manity throbbing past her door each
day. She began to notice that no one
ever looked at the tree, so she started
to look at it for them.

The tree remained essentially the
same aside from its seasonal muta-
tions, moving only in so far as it grew.
With the arrival of spring it began to
blush with colour and by summer it
was a glorious, frothy mass of leaves
and birds. In winter, however the tree
became skeletal and haggard,
pinched in the frost. She saw more
life in its stillness than in the theatri-

cal bustle of its passers by. Its roots, spilled clumsily beneath the pavement, playfully
bunched the concrete into plump rolls, leaves chattered over the childish rhythms of
its limbs.

Unknowingly, her body began to imitate the tree. Winter’s cramped twig saw her
limbs curled and shivering, the spring blossom dappled her cheeks and in autumn her
skin crackled like the fallen leaves. With imitation began the realisation that the tree
was the only thing reliable about the view from her window. Its predictability was re-
assuring; its aura of forest, almost like ripples of memory, endlessly absorbing.

She quit her job and threw away her phonebook, now devoting the time she doesn’t
spend sleeping to watching it, scared that one day the council will come and chop it

down.

By Emma Tillyer
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caught on bushes or is easily plucked - and closed footwear. Also, wear dark colours if possible

and preferably old clothes as blackberries stain easily (in the old days, the juice were used as a

dye). I generally use carrier bags to collect the fruit, although you can use any kind of container,

from Tupperware to old ice cream tubs.

Blackberries can be picked in August and into September, although in English folklore they

should not be picked after Michaelmas as it was said the Devil had contaminated them with bod-

ily fluids. Even today, children picking blackberries are told only to pick from the higher branches

where dogs can’t reach them when urinating. On that subject, it’s also best to avoid picking black-

berries by busy roads, although it can be tempting as they ripen earlier from the pollution, and to

wash blackberries before use.

Once picked, blackberries will keep in the fridge for a day or two, but can also be frozen. Black-

berries are good turned into jam and in cakes, buns and pies, as well as served on their own or

with ice cream and custard. The classic blackberry dish is, though, undoubtedly the crumble.

The crumble is one of the easiest, cheapest and quickest - yet  tastiest and most impressive -

dishes that can be made. It’s virtually impossible to get it wrong, as it contains just four basic in-

gredients, which you probably already have in your cupboard - butter, flour, sugar and fruit.

Blackberry crumble for two

Preheat the oven to 180 degrees c

200g blackberries (if you fancy it, substitute half the blackberries for apples)

60g sugar

30g butter (or vegetarian/ vegan equivalent)

60g plain flour

Grease some kind of ceramic baking dish with butter. Cook the blackberries in a pan with a little

water and half the sugar (or more, depending on how sweet/ tart you want the mixture) until soft.

Place in the bottom of the baking dish. Place the butter in a large pan and add the flour, rubbing

it into the butter until it resembles bread crumbs. Mix the rest of the sugar in. Sprinkle the mixture

evenly over the top of the blackberries ensuring all areas are covered and press it down so it

forms a tidy topping. Bake for 30-40 minutes until the crumble goes brown on top. Serve

with custard.

If you’re feeling adventurous, you could make blackberry brandy for the winter, which is delicious

as a fruity accompaniment to Christmas cake and ensures the summer lingers on through the

cold months. This is my grandad’s recipe.

450g blackberries

225g sugar

1 litre gin

Wash blackberries and put in a large sterilised jar. Pour in sugar and gin, seal, shake well.

Store in a cool, dark cupboard and shake every other day for a week. Then shake once a week

for two months. By Natalie Bradbury



Waiting for the blackberries to grow...

LONG before the blackberry was a type of communication device, and before the ‘pick your own

food for free’ movement became fashionable because of the recession/ a general concern about

where our food comes from, blackberries were the original free food.

The summer tradition of scouring the nation’s hedgerows and fields for ripe blackberries has

even given birth to its own verb, blackberrying or, to pick the fruit of the bramble. Blackberrying is

as much a part of the English summer as summer fetes and swimming in the sea. Our summer

may fluctuate between broad sunshine and torrential rain, yet I like to think this is helping the

blackberries along. I have spent many a lazy day wandering canal side and through the country-

side with a bag in hand, eating some guiltily along the way yet returning home with handfuls of de-

licious food, squishy but not soft, sweet but not too sweet.  

In his poem Blackberry-Picking, which concerns a childhood blackberry picking memory, the

Irish poet Seamus Heaney places the blackberry at the heart of summer, describing the ‘sticky’

juice of blackberries as ‘summer’s blood’. He makes it sound almost intoxicating by describing it

as ‘thickened wine’, going on to explain how its juice creates ‘stains upon the tongue’ and leaves

the eater hungry for more. Blackberrying is an annual summer tradition, a rite of passage even,

something to be looked forward to through the spring and early summer months, to be shared with

family or someone special. He sums up the suspenseful summer feeling of waiting for the white

flowers to give way to hard green berries that turn red and then, finally, into a ‘glossy purple clot’

ready to be eaten. The poem ends with a change of mood - like the summer, the edible life of the

blackberries quickly comes to an end - they can only be picked for a short time, that comes around

just once a year, like the all too short summer itself.

Similarly, the American writer Sylvia Plath found inspiration in the fruit for her poem Blackberry-

ing. Blackberries are popular in both England and America, where they are also grown commer-

cially, although apparently the type of blackberries that can be bought in shops are blander and

less flavourful. In Plath’s highly sensual poem she describes the excitement of the blackberry

picking experience by telling of a ‘blackberry lane’ that has in it ‘nothing, nothing but blackberries

on either side’. She paints pictures of ripe blackberries as ‘big as the ball of my tub’, ‘fat with blue-

red juices’. Her blackberries too are alive and rich, giving a ‘blood sisterhood’ to those who pick

them. (Rich in vitamin C, blackberries are a type of antioxidant and during the first world war chil-

dren were given time off school to pick them so their nutritious juice could be sent to troops.)

My first summer in Manchester I spent hours picking my bounty along the banks of the Ashton

Canal, culminating in the bushes of Phillips Park out by Sportcity. I was stunned at the riches on

offer - Manchester blackberries are giant and juicy and, in the areas I went, completely unhar-

vested by anyone else. Blackberrying is often a competitive business - in my hometown down

South, I have often arrived at the best bushes, which deliver year after year, too late, finding only

stumps - yet Manchester’s are ripe for the picking.

If you don’t have a park or canal near you (in South Manchester, I imagine that Chorlton Ees

would be ideal), the chances are that you can find them in you back garden/ in your nearest alley

way. Bramble bushes are weeds that  tend to spread and take over any patch of uncultivated

land, from wasteland to neglected gardens. 

To pick blackberries, it’s advisable to wear long sleeved clothes - but nothing that could get

MOST cities have their landmarks - Paris the

Eiffel Tower, London Big Ben, Rio de Janeiro

Christ the Redeemer etc.. For four years, B of

the Bang performed that function in Man-

chester, a 56 metre reminder on the skyline,

high as a twenty storey building, of what the

city stood for. Commissioned in 2003 to cele-

brate the success of the 2002 Commonwealth

Games, Manchester’s chance to clean itself

up and put itself back on the map after the

IRA bomb,  and built outside Manchester

City's new Eastlands stadium, it took its name

from the sprinter Linford Christie’s claim that

he starts a race on the ‘B of the Bang’ of the

starting pistol.

An audacious piece of public art by the in-

novative young designer Thomas Heatherwick, whose best known work is a folding bridge in London,

B of the Bang was a bold and unmissable gesture in Manchester’s history for being a city of firsts and

fitted right into its penchant for extravagant architecture. The sculpture had unmistakeable Manc swag-

ger behind it, erected to capture ‘the city’s innovative and pioneering spirit’. A familiar and welcoming

view, exploding like a firework over the city as passengers arrived into Piccadilly on trains from London

or the south, it became as much a part of the Manchester skyline as the peaks in the background.

B of the Bang was an artwork, but it was also something more than that - an icon, a reminder of the

new  Manchester full of ambition and hope for the future, rebuilding itself after decades of decline.

Spikes reached for new ambitions like arms, stretching across often grey skies for something in the

distance beyond their reach. Splayed dramatically across

Manchester postcards, it became one of the bold single im-

ages that represented Manchester to the outside world post-

bomb (although, implausibly, in the pictures it‘s always

sunny). 

Its impact was made all the more powerful by its context: B

of the Bang didn’t adorn the corridors of power, but was

tucked away in Beswick, a suburb just outside the city cen-

tre that ranks amongst the most deprived areas of Man-

chester - according to the Government’s Multiple Indices of

Deprivation for 2000, Beswick was in the top 1 per cent most

deprived wards in the country - where little else would make

it into tourist promotional material. It didn’t look out over

grand municipal buildings or manicured lawns but busy roads

and a giant Asda superstore. B of the Bang wasn’t built in the

type of area people would visit for pleasure, (apart from Man-

chester City stadium), but it was a symbol of hope that gave

the area something to be proud of (in theory).

B of the Bang (2005-2009)
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Funded partly by the Northwest Development Agency and Eu-

ropean Regional Development Agency, it was intended as part

of the process of regeneration that was being undertaken in

the area, and contains a time capsule in the centre so people

opening it in three hundred years time will have a record of

an area of Manchester that has been knocked down and re-

built several times, with more of the same planned for the

coming years. 

At B of the Bang’s launch in January 2005, the Chief Exec-

utive of the urban regeneration company New East Man-

chester called the B of the Bang a "very clear and bold

statement of intent”.  He said: “The regeneration of east Man-

chester needed a monumental piece of public art to provide a sense of identity and place and to rep-

resent the physical, economic and social changes underway in the area."

It’s been suggested that B of the Bang could be reerected at a different site, possibly outside the City

Art Gallery, although it would lose much of its impact submerged amongst the clutter and bustle of the

city centre. (However, Salford Quays has been suggested as an alternative location, and B of the Bang

could inject some much needed personality into that area.)

The sculpture had problems from the start and quickly became known, unkindly, as C of the Clang by

residents, with people taking exception to its rusty appearance (although this was part of the design as

the sculpture was, like Angel of the North near Gateshead, built in weathering steel that was supposed

to gain a layer of oxide as it was exposed to the elements). The council has considered the option of

rebuilding it in a lighter material, yet it wouldn't fit so well the redbrick fabric of the city. 

B of the Bang cost £1.42 million to build - way over estimate - and was finally installed  two years late.

It lost one of its spikes soon after being erected and had to be fenced off from the public. Last year, the

council settled for £1.7million compensation in an out of court settlement, which added to local people’s

anger that £120,000 of their taxes went towards funding the sculpture - although  there are many pas-

sionate admirers of B of the Bang who protested against the decision to take it down. 

In total, 22 out of the 180 spikes had to be removed, and earlier this year work began on sawing off

its hollow tubes. Now only a collection of stumps remain, looking like a bad homemade haircut, with one

lone spike trailing limply like a rats tail ponytail. B of the Bang’s gravestone esque memorial is a meek

notice apologising ‘for any inconvenience caused’ due to the sculpture’s ‘technical difficulties’. The of-

ficial line is that "B of the Bang is a magnificent artistic statement that was just right for modern Man-

chester. It is regrettable that technical problems have undermined that artistic vision”, yet Anthony

Gormley, the artist behind Angel of the North, and others have criticised the council for their loss of

‘nerve’ in choosing to dismantle, rather than make the investment to repair, the sculpture.

Unlike other statues, even big ones like Angel of the North, B of the Bang has an edge to it, elegant

in its simplicity yet spiky as a Yucca plant. The Beetham Tower is the image most people have of a sky

high Manchester, yet its only distinguishing feature is its height, and it couldn’t be said that it contributes

any excitement or dynamism to the Manchester sky. B of the Bang didn’t passively watch over the city

or, like Gormley’s Another Place near Liverpool, stare out to sea. It swayed in the wind like a trembling

tree (an inbuilt design detail) and strange music whistled through its spikes on a windy night. 

As the Heatherwick Studio website puts it, “the design reacts against the convention for passive-look-

ing monuments to sporting events that celebrate peace and harmony, rather than the dynamism and ex-

plosiveness of physical competition”. 39 year old Heatherwick was no outside choice for Manchester

either, as a former student at the Manchester Polytechnic. He said: “I love the city and I’m not interested

in building it anywhere else.” By Natalie Bradbury
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CANAL boats. Otherwise know as narrow boats, barges or (technically incorrectly) houseboats,
they are a familiar sight on Manchester’s network of canals. Whether they’re long or short, old or
new, homes or owned for pleasure, there’s a certain fun to be had in spotting houseboats durin-
barge season - generally March until October, when boats are moored for the winter (you would-
n’t want to try to navigate a boat through frozen waterways!). Prizes could be given for the best
decorated - they come in all sorts of colours, states of repair and levels of artistic adornment - but
I prefer to admire the most interestingly named (we’ll ignore the holiday boats, which tend to have
uninteresting names). Many have the names of their owners painted on them, and their hometown
- boats visit Manchester from all over the country. As I have discovered, owners tend to be very
house proud and, if you show an interest, may even offer you a tour! Here are some of my
favourites, a few of which were spied along the Rochdale Canal but most of which were spotted
moored along the Ashton Canal, some for only a few hours and some for as long as two weeks:

The Hobbit. Short and squat, it seems to live in Castlefield basin. Boats named after fictional
characters/ historical figures are not uncommon. See also Bojangles.
Gladys Emily. Many boats are given women’s names, for example Joyce, that are now unfash-
ionable, hinting at a bygone era.
Namron. A few are given men’s names too. A friend of mine came into possession of a houseboat
named Namron. After some bafflement he realised it spells ‘Norman’ backwards. He still doesn’t
know why.
Ralph’s Folly. I like to think this was named after the person who owns it.
Daisy, Lily, Iris. Similarly, boats named after flowers are common, and are often decorated with
flowers; watering cans on top bursting with blooms, plant pots attached to the roof or shrubs dec-
orating the deck. 
Blue Rinse Menagerie. The king of all canal boat names, in my opinion! Has a sense of hu-
mour, especially in relation to the average age of those who live on canal boats and are suited to
its slow pace of life.
Keeping Up With the Jones Family. Similar to the above, and also a bit of a mouthful
‘Hello Cheeky’. In a competition for entertaining boat names, this would win second prize. Un-
fortunately, no clue to how the boat got its name on its exterior.
Barefoot Days. Sounds as much a part of summer optimism and lazy, hazy, sunshine filled days
as the idea of leaving it all behind to float down canals, exploring the country from its backwater
viewpoints.
Nebulae. Boats are often named after nice things/ places. This one looks up at the heavens for
its inspiration.
Worth Waiting For. Another wistful name. Again, a reference to the pace of canal boat travel,
not the most time effective way of getting round. (Many boats have bikes on top!)
China Hand. A Chinese themed houseboat, probably the most unusual I have seen! The roof
boasts an array of Chinese ornaments arranged in a shrine to the country and its culture. The in-
side is full of decorations made of china.
By Natalie Bradbury

Carry on up the Canal



THE Shrieking Violetisa fanzine about Man-

chester. Its contributers may not all be Manc born and bred - some are, some aren’t -

but they are all informed by the experience and love of being in the city. The Shrieking
Violet is about meeting other people who feel the same way you do and being inspired
by them. It’s born from the experience of being a student then finishing, and nothing
happening next. It knows all about wandering around the city not knowing what to do,
about being lost, waiting, but realising if you’re lost Manchester is a beautiful city in
which to do it. (Indeed, it was written during yet another day sat in Central Library). It’s
about spending too much time walking and looking, and finding and getting caught up
in things along the way. It’s about noticing the people and places who are not accepted
in the new, reinvented image Manchester has of itself. It’s about either having time to or
allowing yourself to see things about the city that other people may have missed because
they’re too busy. It’s about being unemployed. It’s about feeling invisible, being ignored
by the established institutions - 35 out of fourty employers failing to at least acknowledge
your job applications, or even requests for unpaid work experience. It’s about deciding
to go it alone - or with friends. Doing it yourself. The Shrieking Violet is dedicated to
and recommends making your own fun, rather than being told what to do, whether art
and writing - it contains the illustration of Dominic Al Bhardi and Stephen Marshall and
creative writing of Rebecca Willmott and Emma Tillyer, making things - with a section
dedicated to the seasonal joy of blackberries - or the simpler pleasures in life, including
houseboat watching. It’s also about noticing things before they go forever in this fast
paced world; it’s a record of Manchester as it is now. The Shrieking Violet is neither a
music zine or a politics zine, although its contributers are interested in both, as they’re
all around us. It’s about life, which music and politics are a part of. The fanzine is a col-
lection, a celebration of things that are happening in Manchester, that are being done by
people like you and me. It’s also an alternative guide to the city, different to any of the
big-business sponsored literature you will find in tourist offices. The Shrieking Violet
isn’t a fanzine about the past, but it may mention it in the context of how it relates to the
present, and the future. Afterall, angry young men - and women - still exist!

Editor: Natalie Bradbury

Front Page: Dominic Al Bhardi
Contributors: Natalie Bradbury (www.theshriekingviolets.blogspot.com), Dominic Al Bhardi,
Emma Tillyer, Rebecca Willmott (www.dollwithbigeyes.blogspot.com), Alice Ruth White
(www.alice›ruth›white.blogspot.com), Stephen Marshall (www.stephenmarshall.blogspot.com),
Olivia Singer (www.oliviasinger.blogspot.com).

To tell me what I�ve got wrong/ contribute, email: Natalie.Rose.Bradbury@googlemail.com

STAPLE you together
Pin prick your skin
Pull you apart
Rip out your sin.
I I put you together in a mis-
matched form. I collected your
arms, legs and head in the
wicker basket behind my back
door. I stitched your torso to-
gether with coloured thread and
ribbon you look spectacular, a
fabricated vision.
Your skin is soft to touch and a
floral explosion of dainty twee
prints and retro patchwork pat-
terns. You are pretty to look at,
tactile and plush but cold to love
as you never  grow  old.
I tempt to put you on the shelf to
collect dust and sit with the un-
used garden elves, but you are
too pretty yet deformed to leave
alone without a thought as I
wonder how you will suffer
without a hug or a muffled
mutter.
I unpick your thoughts with an rustic needle attached to pink coloured thread, you see
I made a mistake when I sewed on your head.
But i make a hole in your stomach, where your stuffing silks out, looks like snow as I
pull your insides out and it doesn’t hurt as I put pins through your skin you see it does-
n’t hurt because you can’t feel a thing. As you treat my heart like a pincushion which
bleeds unlike yours, it has too many holes and which can never be re sewn.
As I sewed on your button eyes, you can finally see although through a criss-cross vi-
sion, you can peer at me as I cut through your thread with vintage scissors.
Your body is an eclectic mix of stuffing and fabric, but your heart is still intact and it
bleeds tattered tears. 
By Rebecca Willmott

Mismatched Teddy Bear 
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Sunday August 2

Victoria Baths open

day 12-4pm (monthly)

Loiterers Resistance

Movement walk

around Manchester

(see www.nowhere-

fest.blogspot.com)

(monthly)

Thursday August 6

Hi How Are You? Fuel,

Withington. Monsters

Build Mean Robots,

The Woe Betides, Oh

Stockholm. Epic post-

rock and folk

Saturday August 8

Underachievers

Please Try Harder,

Saki Bar, Rusholme

with live bands includ-

ing Sir Yes Sir. Classic

indie disco with twists

- like Michael Jackon/

Bruce Springsteen

(monthly)

Friday August 14 

Tears on the Golf

Course third birthday,

Kro Bar. Sabbatical

Blowout with Cats in

Paris, Trash Kit,

Bloody Knees, WULYF

Saturday August 15,

OMG!, Fuel, Withing-

ton, featuring FTSE

100. Party music plus

live band (monthly)

Sunday August 16 

Múm, Deaf Institute.

Ethereal Icelandic

beauty.

Monday August 17 

Port O Brien, Paper-

cuts, Run Toto Run,

Night and Day. West

Coast America meets

West Coast UK - Man-

chester’s Run Toto

Run support San

Francisco dreamers

Port O Brien, though

band of the night could

well be fellow San

Fransicans, the Beach

House esque

Papercuts

Crystal Stilts, Now

Wave, Deaf Institute.

Brooklyn’s bass-heavy

80s revivalists

Tuesday August 18

Gang Gang Dance,

Deaf Institute. Experi-

mental, percussive

dance meets art rock.

Wednesday August

19

Victoria Baths swim-

ming club, Leven-

shulme Baths 7pm

(monthly)

Friday August 21

Asparagus Next Left,

Star and Garter with

guest djs from This is

Uncool. Indie night

with an emphasis on

the 80s and 90s Peel-

core (monthly)

Monday August 24

Bill Callahan, Deaf In-

stitute. Smog growler

returns to Manchester

with new album Some-

times I Wish We Were 

an Eagle

Thursday August 27

Jeffrey Lewis & The

Junkyard, Trades

Club, Hebden Bridge.

The New York singer

songwriter plays his

debut gig in the pictur-

esque West

Yorkshire town

Saturday August 29 

Underachievers

Please Try Harder with

Panda Panda, Saki

Bar, Rusholme. Panda

Panda gives an exper-

imental and electronic

indie edge to Under-

achievers downstairs

at Saki - two club-

nights for the price of

one (monthly)

Saturday 29  and

Sunday 30 August 

Rowf Rowf Rowf festi-

val, Golden Lab, Is-

lington Mill.

Experimental music of

all kinds from Man-

chester and further

afield, including Moth-

erfucking and Part

Wild Horses Mane on

Both Sides

Good things happening soon

Next issue: More recipes, more creative writing,

more illustration, more articles. The best Manchester
parks and gardens. Telling the Bees - Manchester’s
city symbol. Feminism.
And more
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Is Sex and the City feminist?

B of the Bang: An obituary
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